Bismuth tracing in organotypic cultures of rat hippocampus.
Bismuth is known to have neurotoxic side effects in humans and animals. In the 1970s France experienced about a thousand cases of patients suffering from bismuth-induced encephalopathy. Studies suggest that bismuth may provoke a selective degeneration of CA1 pyramidal cells in the organotypic cultures of rat hippocampus. A currently established technique for the histochemical visualization of bismuth was applied on hippocampal tissue cultures allowing the tracing of bismuth in concentrations hitherto not possible. The accumulation and subcellular localization of bismuth is demonstrated in the tissue cultures of rat hippocampus. CA1 pyramidal cells in the rat hippocampus exhibit the highest uptake of bismuth. High bismuth citrate concentrations (10 microM) are able to totally destroy the cytoarchitecture of the hippocampus. At ultrastructural levels bismuth was found to be located exclusively in lysosome-like organelles.